
OUR WEBINAR WILL BEGIN SHORTLY



Agenda

Housekeeping

Welcome Remarks

Presentation: Africa Long Term Finance Initiative Website Demo and Key 
Findings 

Panel Discussion: The Role of Long-Term Finance in Supporting Africa’s 
economic growth

Q&A

Closing Remarks 



Housekeeping

Today’s session is scheduled to last 1.5 hours

To ensure the highest quality of experience, attendee microphones will remain muted during 
the entire session

Questions can be submitted via the Q&A. You may submit your questions at any time during 
the presentation

Simultaneous translation is available in FR/EN

The session will be streamed live on YouTube

Slides and a recording of this presentation will be circulated to all attendees and registrants

Don’t forget to fill the survey that appears automatically after the webinar



Making Finance
Work  for  Africa

4

MFW4A is a unique platform and a critical resource to government agencies, the financial industry and 

development partners to build a deeper, more efficient, stable and inclusive financial systems capable of 

driving sustainable growth and resilient economies in Africa. 

A Secretariat is hosted by the African Development Bank in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire.

What we do:

• Identify emerging challenges and opportunities through research and knowledge management;

• Facilitate joint action between development partners and African financial sector stakeholders; 

• Advocate for financial sector development to meet the needs of the real sector; 

• Provide a platform for knowledge exchange, cooperation and networking amongst African financial sector 

stakeholders and donors. 



MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Abdelkader Benbrahim, Partnership Coordinator, 

Making Finance Work for Africa

OPENING REMARKS 

Lamin M. Drammeh, Division Manager, Trade 

Finance Division, African Development Bank 

Mark Napier, CEO, FSD Africa 

PRESENTATION

Michael Fuchs, Lead Consultant,  Africa Long-Term 

Finance Initiative

Jose A. Albuquerque de Sousa, Financial Sector 

Development Expert 

MODERATOR

Lisa Klinger, Financial Sector Advisor, GIZ

PANELLISTS

Thorsten Beck, Director, Florence School of 

Banking and Finance 

Evans Osano, Director of Capital Markets, FSD 

Africa

Philip Abrado-Otoo, Director of Research, 

Central Bank of Ghana

Ahmed Attout, Division Manager, Capital Markets 

Development Division, African Development Bank 
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Michael Fuchs

Lead Consultant

Africa Long-Term Finance Initiative

José Albuquerque de Sousa

Financial Development Expert

Norwegian School of Economics

PRESENTATION

Africa Long-Term Finance Initiative



https://altf.afdb.org

• About us (objective & approach, 
partners, members)

• LTF Scoreboard (Database)

• Country Diagnostics (Côte d’Ivoire, 
Ghana, Ethiopia)

• Media (news, events, FAQ)

The LTF Initiative Website



Country diagnostics

• Provide in-depth analysis of LTF 
markets in individual jurisdictions.

• Focus on SMEs, the housing sector, 
and infrastructure finance. 

• Follow a transaction-focused, 
bottom-up approach. The LTF team 
works closely with private sector 
stakeholders to draw on their 
experience.

• So far conducted for Côte d’Ivoire, 
Ghana, Ethiopia



LTF comprehensive analytical framework



Mobilizing LTF



Data collection

Data were compiled from two different 
sources:

• international databases (external sources) 

• the LTF survey with contributions by 
central banks/ country coordinators 
throughout Africa

Since the inception of the LTF project, two 
rounds of data collection have been carried 
out. 

A report on the data collection process and 
current data gaps can be found on the 
initiative’s website
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Main Challenges

• The LTF Annual report identifies the key funding gaps in 
Infrastructure, housing, and enterprise finance in Africa. 

• The report highlights the need for deepening the domestic market 
for long-term finance (LTF) and reducing the overreliance on banks.

• A large portion of domestic resources is channeled towards 
government borrowing, which places severe constraints on the 
availability of long-term finance for the private sector.

• To a large extent deepening of the non-banking domestic markets for 
LTF depends on strengthening the enabling environment and 
institutional infrastructure.



Summarizing the status 
of LTF across Africa



Allows for country comparisons



Different scaling methods

Definitions included



Uses of LTF
Infrastructure, Housing & SME Finance



Allows for country/ region comparisons

Indicator categories, search function



Infrastructure finance

Current state
• Governments supported by multilateral 

and bilateral donors are still the 
predominant providers of long-term 
funding for infrastructure, most often 
circumventing the domestic 
intermediation process.

• The volume of Private Participation in 
Infrastructure (PPI) is still quite low, as it 
places considerable demands on 
implementation capacity and the 
supporting legal & regulatory framework.

• The availability of foreign borrowing is 
volatile and entails foreign exchange risks 
that cannot easily be passed on to local 
users of infrastructure services. 
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Infrastructure finance

Recommendations
• To close the infrastructure gap, both 

public and private investment is needed.

• Develop the domestic intermediation 
process. Gradually reduce reliance on 
government financing and increase 
private sector investment by 
strengthening the local legal, regulatory, 
and institutional environment.

• Place greater reliance on capital markets 
as a funding source .

• Strengthen the institutional 
independence and governance of 
infrastructure service providers. 

Note: LT = long term.

Source: Long-term Finance Initiative

The infrastructure funding escalator



Enterprise finance
Current state
• Small and medium-sized enterprises face 

serious challenges in accessing adequate 
long-term financing in Africa.

• Traditional banking products are available 
to most formal enterprises, but often at a 
high cost. 

• Legal, financial, and business 
environment factors limit the depth and 
availability of other products and 
services. 

• The vast majority of SMEs do not produce 
financial statements that yield credible 
financial information and are 
reliable/audited.

• Lack of credit histories and collateral 
often results in severe credit constraints 
for SMEs.
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Enterprise finance

Recommendations

• A more diversified set of options for SME 
financing is required to support long-term 
investment. 

• Improving the process for the registration 
and foreclosure on collateral in the case 
of default by the borrower.

• Establishing the enabling environment for 
credit bureaus to provide access to 
reliable and comprehensive information 
about borrowers’ current and past 
repayment performance.

The enterprise funding escalator

Note: VC = venture capital; IPO = initial public offering.

Source: Long-term Finance Initiative



Sources of LTF
Domestic & Foreign



Data on Sources of LTF accessible through main menu

Summary graphs for each category



Sources of finance

Current state
• Domestic saving rates are still quite 

moderate (ca 20% of GDP across the 
continent, compared to an average of 
25% of GDP in lower middle income 
countries). 

• Foreign borrowing entails foreign 
exchange risks, and its availability is 
volatile.

Recommendations
• Enhance domestic savings to deploy 

scarce domestic resources more 
efficiently, and to reduce exposure to 
potential foreign exchange risks. 
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Depth of LTF
Banking, Capital markets, institutional investors



Indicator descriptions,
Data sources

Direct link to data



Indicators also accessible through main menu



Depth of LTF

Current state

• The assets of the financial sector in Africa are 
heavily concentrated in banking.

• Government borrowing is a threat to the 
deepening of domestic markets for LTF.

• The deepest segment of most capital markets 
in Africa is the market for government 
securities (mostly short-term).

• In most African countries, stock exchanges are 
small and dominated by a small group of large 
companies. Where functioning, e.g. South 
Africa, capital markets represent a large
proportion of financing
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Institutional investors

Current state

• Institutional investors hold a significant 
portion of their assets as term and savings 
deposits with banks.

Recommendations

• Disclosure and reporting on investments 
and returns should be standardized and risk 
management practices should be 
strengthened .

• Strengthen the enabling environment so 
that insurance companies and pension 
funds are incentivized to invest directly in 
quoted equity, the corporate bond market 
or in project finance transactions.

• Encourage diversification of investment
policies to include PE and subordinated
debt.
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File with
all data



PANEL DISCUSSION

Lisa Klinger

Financial Systems Advisor 

GIZ

Thorsten Beck

Director

Florence School of Banking and Finance

Philip Abradu-Otoo

Director of Research

Central Bank of Ghana

Ahmed Attout

Capital Markets Division Manager

African Development Bank

Evans Osano

Director

FSD Africa



Q&A

Send us your questions using 

the Chat or Q&A features



THANK YOU

ALTF.AFDB.ORG


